
Year 4 Spellings -Week 1 

Rule: adding ‘ing’  

Remember: You double the final letter in one-syllable words that end with a vowel and a consonant e.g. hop – hopping. 

For words with two or more syllables, you only double the last consonant if the stressed syllable is at the end: control – 

controlling  

but visit - visiting 

Look   Cover  Write  Check 
hopping      

controlling      

beginning      

travelling      

visiting      

permitting      

You will be tested on these spellings and will also be given 4 more spellings on the day which use this rule. Make sure you 

learn the rule! 

 

 

Year 4 Spellings - Week 2 

Rule: suffixes ‘ing’ and ‘ed’ 

Remember: The two suffixes ‘ing’ and ‘ed’ are often used at the end of verbs. 

They tell us what is happening today and what has already happened. 

Sometimes when you when add ‘ing’ and ‘ed’ to a word the last consonant doubles up.  Look back at the rule from last 

week. 
 

Look   Cover  Write  Check 
grabbed      

swimming      

preferred      

preferring      

ordered       

ordering      

You will be tested on these spellings and will also be given 4 more spellings on the day which use this rule. Make sure you 

learn the rule! 

 
Year 4 Spellings - Week 3 

Rule: adding ‘er’ and ‘able’ 

Remember: You can add the suffix ‘er’ or ‘able’ to some words to make new words. 

Words ending in ‘e’, drop the ‘e’ before adding ‘er’ or ‘able’: value – valuable. 

Sometimes you need to double the final consonant.  Look back at the rule from the last two weeks. 

Look   Cover  Write  Check 
rubber     

walker     

forgettable     

beginner     

believable     

worker     

You will be tested on these spellings and will also be given 4 more spellings on the day which use this rule. Make sure you 

learn the rule! 

 

Year 4 Spellings - Week 4 

Rule: words ending in ‘l’ 

Remember – in words like hop and control, you double the consonant before adding a suffix. 

Look back at the rules from the last few weeks. 



Look   Cover  Write  Check 
peeler     

marvellous     

controller     

footballer     

finalist     

controllable     

You will be tested on these spellings and will also be given 4 more spellings on the day which use this rule. Make sure you 

learn the rule! 

 

Year 4 Spellings - Week 5 

Rule: ‘I’ or ‘y’? 

Remember - In some words the long vowel /igh/ sound is spelled with a ‘y’: spy, by, my. 

BUT in some words the short vowel /i/ sound can also be spelled with a ‘y’, such as gym. 
 

Look   Cover  Write  Check 
gym     

myth     

lyrics     

mystery     

Egypt     

pyramid     

 

 

 


